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A LINE HAS BEEN DRAWN.
BETWEEN THE SAME WAY
BETWEEN ENERGY DEMAND
BETWEEN MAINSTREAM
BETWEEN THE INDUSTRIAL
BETWEEN SETTLING FOR TODAY

AND A NEW WAY.
AND ENERGY POTENTIAL.
AND FULLSTREAM.
AND THE DIGITAL INDUSTRIAL.
AND DEFINING TOMORROW.

TODAY, A LINE HAS BEEN DRAWN.
AND THE PAST IS ON ONE SIDE

AND WE’RE ON THE OTHER.

From the reservoir to the refinery.
From the depths of the sea to the
power of the cloud. BHGE is now
the first and only fullstream provider to
the oil and gas industry, leveraging
the best minds and most intelligent
machines to invent smarter ways
to bring energy to the world.
Learn more at bhge.com
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From the Editor
In addition to changing the name of our newsletter, the
design has been updated, the size of the newsletter has
doubled from A5 to A4, and the editorial process was
improved. I could have not done all of these changes
without help. There are numerous board members who
supported this major effort. I especially thank Ingo
Forstner for constructive comments and my predecessor
Jan van den Akker for passing over all relevant
information in a helpful manner.

Our newsletter has a name now:
@SPEgermany.
The name is intended not only
to
upgrade
the
public
perception, but also to signal
the new direction: The creation
of a strong brand over several
media platforms. Besides being
the name of our newsletter,
@SPEgermany is also our username on Twitter and on
Facebook. In addition our LinkedIn company page and
the featured LinkedIn group are also called “SPE
Germany”.

Even the best designed newsletter is useless without
valuable content. I am grateful to the many contributors,
who spend their spare time to write useful content and
patiently follow the editorial process.
Sharing knowledge is the fundament of SPE. The mission
our society reads: “To collect, disseminate, and
exchange technical knowledge concerning the
exploration, development and production of oil and gas
resources, and related technologies for the public
benefit; and to provide opportunities for professionals
to enhance their technical and professional
competence.” Consequently, I encourage all members of
our section to share their professional knowledge by
submitting an article to our newsletter.

Three month ago, I was appointed the Editor of our
newsletter and it is a great honor for me to write the
first editorial in @SPEgermany. When I was nominated,
the first question I have asked myself was: Do we still
need a newsletter?
In former days, the newsletter was the main
communication platform between the board and the
members of the German Section. Nowadays, the
newsletter is one channel besides email, website, and
social media (e.g., Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook).
Nevertheless, the newsletter is still the backbone of our
communication.

Finally, I would like to ask you to not hesitate to email me
comments and suggestions on how to further improve
our newsletter.

First, the newsletter is the place where high-quality
information is shared. We live in a time where
information is no longer scarce, but where information
is overwhelming us. Today’s challenge is not obtaining
the information, but separating the accurate and
relevant information from the inaccurate and
unimportant one. Through the newsletter we will try to
help you with this task.

Enjoy reading, provide feedback, and share knowledge!
Sincerely,
Radu

Dr. Radu Coman
Baker Hughes, a GE company
radu.coman(at)bhge.com

Second, the newsletter is the place where knowledge is
stored. In a time of volatile information, the newsletter
is the place of permanence. Every communication
channel has its justification, but if I want to know
something about a past event, then I search in the
archived newsletters. I believe most of you do the same
and we will continue to do so in the future.

To access the newsletter archive, click here
http://connect.spe.org/germany/newsletter

Third, the newsletter is also the meeting place of all
generations. There is no other communication platform
that is accepted and used by both students and retired
professionals alike. We should use this strength to
improve the communication across generations.
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Calendar of Events
For latest info and details on SPE Germany events visit our website and/or our event page on Facebook.

connect.spe.org/germany
facebook.com/pg/SPEgermany/events

Date

Type

Event

Location

October
9-11

SPE
Conference

SPE Annual Technical Conference and Exhibition

San Antonio,
Texas, USA

October
15-18

SPE

October
17-19

SPE
Conference

SPE/IATMI Asia Pacific Oil & Gas Conference and Exhibition

Bali, Indonesia

October
19

Distinguished
Lecturer

Mark Proett: Automated Interpretation of Wireline and LWD
Formation Testing Dynamic Data.

Hannover

November
8

SPE Germany
Workshop

Geothermal Workshop

Clausthal

November
9-10

SPE Germany
Conference

Student Technical Conference STC2017

Clausthal

November
13-16

SPE
Conference

The Abu Dhabi International Petroleum Exhibition &
Conference (ADIPEC)

Abu Dhabi, UAE

November
23

SPE Germany
Lecture

Save the date. Details will be made public via email, website, and
Hannover
social media (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)

Nov. 30 —
Dec. 1

OGEW/DGMK
Tagung

Herausforderung an Mobilität und Transport

January
11

SPE Germany
Lecture

Save the date. Details will be made public via email, website, and
Hannover
social media (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)

March
26-28

SPE
Conference

SPE EOR Conference at OGWA

April
9

Distinguished

Liang Xu: Surfactant Chemistry and Its Impact on Oil and

Lecturer

Gas Recovery From Shale Plays

April
18-19

DGMK/OGEW

June
11-14

SPE Kuwait Oil & Gas Show and Conference

Kuwait City,
Kuwait

Conference

Wien, Austria

Muscat,
Oman
Hannover

Frühjahrstagung / Spring Conference

Celle

SPE
Conference

SPE Europec featured at 80th EAGE Conference and Exhibition

Copenhagen,
Denmark

June
18-19

SPE
Conference

SPE International Oilfield Corrosion Conference and Exhibition

Aberdeen,
UK

June
20-21

SPE
Conference

SPE International Oilfield Scale Conference and Exhibition

Aberdeen,
UK

Tagung
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Rod Lift

PUMPING SYSTEMS FOR ALL
APPLICATIONS AND CONDITIONS

Integrated rod lift services.
With the acquisition of the industry’s leading rod lift companies, Schlumberger now offers a full range of pumping
services and local expertise for every North American basin. Whether you need reliable pumping units, downhole
equipment, automation, or specialized training and support, we solve your lift challenges wherever you operate. Our
artificial lift experts are committed to maximizing production with minimal downtime.

Find out more at

rodlift.slb.com
*Mark of Schlumberger. © 2017 Schlumberger. 17-AL-324843
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#STC2017 – Student Technical Conference
9-10 November, Clausthal-Zellerfeld
Ingo Forstner, Student Liaison

to get to know each other. It is not unheard of for student
participants to come back the next year as a company
representative.

It is a training ground
For most presenters of lectures and posters, this is the
first time to do so in a larger environment. Quite a
challenge. But one to grow on. And we do offer mentors.

It is a place to learn about top notch research
We are very proud about the quality of the technical
content, covering drilling, reservoir, geosciences and the
odd related topic. Quite frequently, company
representatives show practical interest in some of the
topics presented. And you don’t have to travel far.
Compared to other conferences, this is at your
doorsteps.

What is it?
The STC 2017 is a two-day conference with lectures and
technical posters primarily by students from Germany
and Europe, peppered with pre-program, keynote, YPPanel and social time such as group dinner and
luncheons.

I am sure, some of this is sparking your interest. No
matter if you are 20, 40, or 60 years old. So, what are you
waiting for? Our program is well rounded, covering a lot
of technical topics and even some career advice. You will
also have a good time, I promise. Additionally, we have a
pre-program the day before with excursions, workshop,
soccer, and evening fun.

Why Should You Participate?
We are conducting the 11th annual Student Technical
Conference this year. With such a history it seems, there
is a need for it. But what is it good for? And for whom in
the first place? There is no single answer. It really
depends on what is important for you:

If you are still in doubt if you should participate in this
year’s STC, ask somebody, who has done so before what
he thinks. See you there!

It is a great networking opportunity
We expect some 100 participants from different
countries, disciplines and ages. What they have in
common is some association with the upstream
petroleum industry. And while this is the largest industry
on earth, it still feels like family and it is important to
have a network of people you know and trust. Expect to
get to know most participants by end of the conference,
during breaks, technical discussions, or during dinner.

It is a mini job fair
We will have some company booths and recruiters and
“real” engineers to discuss opportunities with in an
informal and open environment. There is plenty of time

7
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Program Overview
The STC2017 will take place on the 9th and 10th
November 2017 in the Aula Academica of the Technical

University of Clausthal, with pre-events the Wednesday
before.

.

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

08:00

08:00

Registration

09:00

09:00

10:00

10:00

11:00

Day 2:
8:45 - 15:00

Registration

12:00

Day 1:
9:15 - 18:30

13:00

Pre-events:
Workshop
Excursion
Museum
Soccer

14:00

15:00

16:00

Lectures
Job Fair

Lectures
Poster Session
YP Panel
Job Fair

11:00

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

17:00

Registration

19:00

20:00

21:00

Alumni Dinner

18:00

22:00

Chapter
roundtable

Group Dinner

9 – 10 November 2017
Clausthal-Zellerfeld

Party

23:00

Program overview.

The 15 technical lectures by students are on drilling,
reservoir, production, and geoscience topics, just like the
25+ technical posters for which we have a dedicated

session where we again expect vivid discussions. Overall,
we expect contributions from 21 different universities,
mostly from Europe, but also from Siberia and Egypt.

8
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Logos of participating universities at STC 2017

Keynote speech by Darcy Spady
We have a keynote speech by Darcy Spady, our 2018 SPE
President, who you may remember for a very inspiring
talk he did the last time he was in Germany. There is also
again a Young Professionals Panel, where

students can field questions on what to look out for
when entering the workforce, and where professionals
secretly can compare the statements to what they have
experienced themselves. There will also be a job fair
with booths by some prime possible employers.

Technical talk at last year’s STC

9
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Thursday, 9th November 2017

Friday, 10th November 2017

08:00

08:00
Coffee
Registration & Coffee

Section & Chapter update
Larisa Zhigalova: Obtaining of the surfactants using the fungal
cells as a biocatalyst

09:00
Welcoming lecture
Florian Jäger: Analytical and Numerical Modeling of Mud Motor
Induced Loads

Fernando von Lücken: Calculation of Capillary Pressure Changes
in MEOR Spontaneous Imbibition Experiments

10:00 Michal Kruszewski: Methods of assessing casing setting depths
for high-temperature geothermal wells in new areas

Sarko Hakim: History match and prediction: A reservoir simulation
sensitivity based study of Rotterdam oil field.

Mahmoud Elshaer: Comparison Between Weight & Wait And Driller’s
Methods For Well Control And Handling of Gas Kick in Vertical Well DCE 217 Western Desert, Egypt

11:00

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

14:00

Keynote by
2018 SPE President
Darcy Spady

12:00

Lunch

Group Picture
Lunch

11:00

Sergey Chebotar: Investigation of the helical slit seal of a hybrid
rotary pump in relation to complicated operating conditions

12:00 Ansgar Sichler: Drilling Technologies at potash and salt mines in
Germany

13:00

10:00

Job Fair

Ivan Kurchatov: Comparative analysis of the development
concepts of the “A” field located in the East Siberian Sea

Job Fair

Daniela Marum: Characterization and Optimization of the Gas
Extraction Process in a New Mud Logging System

09:00

Job Fair
Daniel Bücken: Effect of mechanical stratigraphy on normal fault
evolution - Insights from analogue models and natural examples in
Iceland

13:00

Valentin Goldberg: Ductile and brittle deformation in Zechstein
anhydrite (A1) seals
Tom Kaltofen: Modeling vs measured geological history: vitrinite
reflectance as an indicator for geological events in the Central European
Basin System

14:00

Honoring of Contributors
15:00

Technical Poster Session

Job Fair

15:00

Coffee

Color Coding:
16:00 Gustav Ngemasong Chafac: Insights into Underground Blowout
Control and Prevention: Pushing the Limits of Well Control

Student Lecture:
Drilling Topic

Ahmed Mohamed Sadek Elgendy: Waterflooding Salinity
Optimization in Sandstone & Carbonate Reservoirs

Student Lecture:
Reservoir Topic
Student Lecture:
Production Topic

17:00
Young Professionals Panel Discussion:

Student Lecture:
Geoscience Topic

Lessons Learned Entering the Workforce

Keynote, Admin, Poster Session,
YP Panel

18:00

Coffee Break

Meals & Breaks

19:00

Mini-Job-Fair
Group Dinner @ Aula

Technical program of the STC 2017

10
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Pre-Program on Wednesday
In the evening we also offer an alumni-dinner. While this
is for everyone, this invitation is especially for alumni of
Clausthal’s ITE. It has been a few years since there was
an alumni meeting for you. Grab this opportunity!
Everyone else, and maybe later the alumni, is invited to
a pre-conference party on Wednesday night.

For the first time, we also will have a comprehensive preprogram, open to everyone. In the afternoon of the 8 th
of November we offer
 A geothermal technology workshop
 A geological excursion
 A guided tour through the mining museum, and
 A soccer tournament
As there are limited seats, all require pre-registration.

When on Wed.,
8-Nov-17
Registration
with
Registration
deadline

Geothermics
Workshop
12:45 p.m.
5 p.m.
joerg.lehr (at)
bhge.com

Football
Tournament
1:45 p.m.
5 p.m.

Here is an overview of the different offering for
Wednesday (For details, please check our website!).

Geological
Excursion
11:45 a.m.
5 p.m.

Tour of Mining
Museum
2 p.m.
5 p.m.

online at http://connect.spe.org/germany/stc/stc-2017

Register by 15-October-2017
Confirmation will be sent by 22-October-2017
Alternative
drilling
Guide tour in
technology,
PetroleumEnglish
Teams of 6,
eco-footprint,
geologythrough
Description
10min games.
improving
related sites in museum &
Indoor.
plant
the Upper Harz
historical
efficiency, how
downtown
to drill deeper
Aula Academica, Aulastr. 8

Meeting point
Cost

50€ Industry
5€ Students

Alumni
Dinner
6 p.m.
open end

Free of Charge

Party
9 p.m.
11 p.m.
not required

please by 1Nov-2017

n/a

informal
dinner for ITE
alumni &
guests

Party

Rest. Glück
Kellerclub,
Auf,
Silberstr. 1
Marktkirche 7
A-la-carte
No admission
dinner cost
fee

Pre-program on Wednesday

Registration
Please register via the online form available on top of the
homepage connect.spe.org/germany/stc/stc-2017 . This
applies to both the conference itself and the preprogram. You will receive a confirmation that completes
the registration process. Please be aware that there are
limited seats available.

what you normally can expect for a multi-day
conference. We even sponsor students who are
contributing or just participating. This is part of our
section’s mission, after all. An overview of admission
costs and rules is shown on the next page. Admission
also includes lunch Thursday and Friday, dinner on
Thursday, coffee throughout the conference, conference
program, as well as some of the pre-program on
Wednesday.

Alternatively, if there are technical issues with your
online registration, you can also do so by email to
stc2017@tu-clausthal.de . This is also your one-stopshop when it comes to questions on registration and
accommodation.

You can find detailed information related to participating
students in the STC-in-a-nutshell document available on
http://connect.spe.org/germany/stc/stc-2017.

The STC is run by volunteers. This allows us to offer
conference participation considerably cheaper than

11
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STC 2017
enrolment
rules

Presenting
SPE, Lecture
or Poster

Students
Not Presenting
SPE, from
Germany

Faculty

Industry representatives
Nonsponsor

SPE, from
abroad

Admission
(both days,
50 € upon
Free of charge
25 € upon arrival
Free of charge
incl. lunch &
arrival
dinner)
Enrollment
after 17th
n/a
15 € surcharge upon arrival
Sep
Accommodation incl.
1 free night equivalent
Self-paid
breakfast
Travel
Up to 50 € reimbursed
Self-paid
expenses
Participation

Guaranteed

Upon confirmation

2x/university
guaranteed

Upon
confirmation

Sponsor

Free of charge

n/a

2x at same
time /
company
guaranteed

Admission to the STC 2017

Accommodation
Hotel Goldene Krone, Clausthal (72€ DZ - 85€ Suite) and
Harzhotel zum Prinzen, Zellerfeld, (53€ EZ - 75€ DZ) are
primarily intended for industry representatives. Please
book directly. Conference booking available with code
word “STC2017” until 4 weeks before the conference.

There are 3 hotels pre-booked for the conference:
Akademie des Sports. This is primarily intended for
student participants, but some rooms may be available
for industry representatives, too. There will be shared
rooms. Breakfast included. We have block-booked it. Do
not contact the hotel directly, but us at stc2017@tuclausthal.de.

Conference Venue
The Student Technical Conference will take place in the
Aula Academica, Aulastraße 8, 38678 Clausthal-

Zellerfeld. This is a wonderful historical building inside
and out. A worthy location.

Conference venue.

Conference venue.

12
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A Bit of STC History
This is the 11th annual Student Technical Conference, and
we are quite proud of that. You probably were surprised
to see it being held at Clausthal, as it was being held at
the German Oil Museum in Wietze for the last 8 years.
This has been a wonderful location for many years: It is
a place that “breathes” petroleum in every corner of its
building, rather than a nondescript conference hotel. We
had a wonderfully warm and personal museum staff
proud to host us. And it was also the right size. Plenty of
good reasons to stay there. So, why did we decide to
move to Clausthal this year? It was a tough decision, but
there are two decisive points that made us move: Our

student chapters, especially Clausthal, wanted to be part
of the organizing committee. For students that is tough
to do remotely. And the other reason was cost. Our
biggest costs are accommodation and catering. With
plenty of local student participants not requiring
sponsored accommodation and catering being
inexpensive in this university town, our cost basis should
be lower. That is important for a section where the STC
accounts for maybe half its annual cost. So we moved to
Clausthal this year, where the very first STC was held,
too. So it has come full circle and I am looking forward to
that.

Sponsoring
There are still sponsoring opportunities, if you act
quickly. We would love to present your logo in program,
flyers, and web presence and maybe host your company

booth. For details, please contact Philip Gotzen at
secretary@spe.rwth-aachen.de .

The Organizing Team
This year’s STC organization is different, also because it
is a different team. Thomas Ihle, who has been a pillar of
the STC for longer than most of us can remember, no

longer is with us at GSSPE. He already is missed dearly.
Thank you, Thomas, for all the energy you put into
making the STC into what it is today!
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Writing an Industrial Visit Report
Radu Coman, BHGE, Communication Chair

Students during an industrial trip (Illustration by Nora Coman)

“Not that the story need be long, but it will take a long while to make
it short.”– Henry David Thoreau
“If I waited for
perfection, I would
never write a word.”
—Margaret Atwood

I hate writing, and it’s an irony of fate to write about writing. But here we are: I was
appointed Communication Chairman of our section and one task I have is to produce
our @SPEgermany newsletter.
Currently, the bulk of the content published in our newsletter consist of industrial
visit reports written by students. My notes are intended to provide some guidance
for writing these reports.
Ideally, an industrial visit report for a newsletter should be more like a travel report
published in National Geographic [1] than a formal report written for an authority
(e.g., your employer or your university teacher). I wish I knew the art of writing an
excellent travel report, but I don’t. All I can do is to share some compiled notes.
Start working on your report as soon as possible. This is what you can do at different
points in time:
Before the visit:
•

Read former industrial visit reports from our newsletter and from other
publications.

“You can't wait for
inspiration. You have
to go after it with a
club.”
—Jack London

•

Read “Daily Expedition Reports” from National Geographic.

•

Identify what you like about these reports.

•

Draft an outline of your report.

•

Write some good questions to ask during the visit.

During the visit:
•

Take good photographs (expressive and high quality).

15
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•

o Ask for permission to photograph.
o Consider the lighting and background.
o Capture professional photos (rather than casual).
o Orient photos in landscape and portrait.
Take notes
o What are you visiting?
o Who is presenting (name and function)?
o What is presented?
o What is new/impressive/special?
o Are there any noteworthy quotes?

After the visit:

“Writing is easy. All
you have to do is cross
out the wrong words.”
—Mark Twain

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start working your report as soon as possible.
Write down all the information you collected.
Sort the information and update the outline.
Write the first draft.
Edit and proofread the report.
Ask for permission(s).
Submit report to @SPEgermany.

Now let’s have a closer look at the last five items.

The Outline and the First Draft
There is no “Golden Rule” on how to organize the report. I suggest that you start with
the following outline, which you can change later:
•
•

•

•

“Use a picture. It’s
worth a thousand
words.”
— Arthur Brisbane /
Tess Flanders

•

The hook. It is ok if you don’t have a hook yet. Write a dummy sentence. We
will discuss this later.
The abstract. Cover the five W’s:
o What is happening?
o Who is involved?
o Where is this happening?
o When is it happening?
o Why is it happening?
The timeline. If the visit included several facilities, then provide a timeline
of the visit: Where and when you started, where and when you attended
seminars and other events accompanying the visit, what industries and facilities you have visited, when the event ended, and when you got back. No
further details are necessary in the timeline.
The detailed description. If you attended seminars/presentations, you
might mention when and where they took place, how long they lasted, who
conducted them, what they were about, what you learned, and your general
impressions. If you visited facilities, you could mention names and job titles
of staff members who accompanied you during the visit, what new information you got in the process, and your impressions about the facility.
The closing. Provide an overall opinion of the entire event; whether it was
useful or not, whether the plant’s staff was helpful and supportive, whether
you got any particular new knowledge and experiences from it, and so on.

What else?
Include at least one high-quality photograph in the report.

16
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“The first draft of
anything is shit.”
— Ernest Hemingway

Mentioning the merits of a company or a product is acceptable, as long as you provide adequate scientific or technical data to support the claims.
Comply with the SPE Code of Conduct [2].
Use the active voice – write from your perspective. Use a friendly tone – keep a certain distance without being cold. Write in short, simple sentences and state only one
idea per paragraph. Your first draft is ready. It is not perfect, but it is a good start.
Now, it is time for the exhaustive task: editing!

“Writing is for the
creative brain. Editing
is for the critical brain.
Separate them
appropriately.”
― James D. Beers

Editing
There are many sources of good advice on the Internet about how to edit your writing. Search for “editing writing” and read some of them.
Download and read the SPE Style Guide [3] for guidelines on customary abbreviations, numbering, nomenclatures, reference lists, and punctuation.
One approach to edit your work is to use the “C’s of editing”. There are many “C’s”
in the literature – these are mine:
•

•

“Write. Rewrite. When
not writing or
rewriting, read. I know
of no shortcuts.”
—Larry L. King

•

•

•

•

•

Clear
o Is the message obvious?
o Is each paragraph addressing only one idea?
Complete
o Is all relevant information included?
o Are all five W’s addressed?
Concise
o Are short words and simple sentences used?
o Is all irrelevant information removed?
o Are all unnecessarily words eliminated?
o Are adequate headings used?
o Is active voice used adequately?
Coherent
o Are ideas flowing logically between paragraphs?
o Are the sentences within a paragraph cohesive?
Consistent
o Is the style and tone consistent?
o Is the spelling consistent (either British or American English)?
Confirmed
o Are all mentioned facts and data correct?
o Are the data confirmed by the company?
Courteous
o Is the writing tone positive?

Edit your report several times – do it once for every “C”!

“The first sentence
cannot be written until
the last sentence has.”
—Joyce Carol Oates

Now, it is time to write the hook. A report for a newspaper should not be boring or
too formal. You need to write for your audience— grab and keep their attention so
they want to read your report. Try using one of the following ideas for the hook.
•
•
•
•

Quote an interesting statement you heard during your trip.
Quote a statement from a famous person or state a famous quote that you
can relate to your trip.
Pose a question.
Reveal a misconception.
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•
•
•
•
•

Set a scene.
Include a surprising fact or statistic.
Mention an interesting definition.
State the highlight of your trip.
Tell an anecdote (this is risky – be careful).

Proofreading
Oskar Wilde once said: “I was working on the proof of one of my poems all the morning, and took out a comma. In the afternoon I put it back again.” We are not that
fussy, but basic proofreading is essential for the quality of your work. This is what I
suggest:
•

“Read your paper
backward, sentence by
sentence, as a final
proofreading step. This
technique isolates each
sentence and makes it
easier to spot errors
you may have
overlooked in previous
readings.”
― Claire B. May /
Gordon S. May

Use the spell checker and the grammar checker.

•

Read the text out loud—slowly and loudly.

•

Copy the text into an online translator to check for misspelled words and
false friends (e.g., week vs. weak).

•

Print the report and read it.

•

Read not only the body, but also the headers and the title.

•

Double-check proper – and people’s names,

•

Double-check short words like “or”, “of”, or “it”.

•

Read your text several times.

•

Take a break of at least one day and read it again.

•

Read it by pretending you are the intended audience.

•

Follow the SPE Style Guide [3].

•

Check the hyperlinks.

•

Read it backwards, sentence-by-sentence.

•

Ask a colleague to read it out loud

Ask for Permission(s)
If you have included in the report a picture of a company, a quote from a presenter,
a merit of the company, or some other company-related data, then I suggest to ask
your company contact for permission to disclose the respective material. Where appropriate, acknowledge this permission and cite the sources of data.

Submitting
Prepare your paper with minimal formatting (e.g., do not use tabs, anchors).
Include at least one high-quality photograph in your report.
Provide the original photograph(s) in a separate file. The editor might crop photos to
suit editorial constraints.
The German Section of the SPE cares about the copyright of any third party. Therefore, before publishing the report in our newsletter, we ask the authors for copyright
transfer. Note that this transfer does not affect the underlying intellectual property
or concepts, which remain with the author or the employer. Moreover, authors and
their employers retain the rights to re-use the raw material.
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Awards

Christian Kiesl (left) receives the Regional Service Award 2017 from Regional Director Matthias Meister.
Photo courtesy of Joscka Röth.

Student Chapter RWTH Aachen University has achieved the SPE International Student Chapter Gold Standard 2017.
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Annual General Meeting 2017
Piotr Wilczek, Secretary, and Ingo Forstner, Student Liaison

Attendees at the AGM 2017. Photo courtesy of Matthias Meister.

This year, the annual general meeting (AGM) of the
German Section of the SPE (GSSPE) took place on 29th of
June in Celle at the Baker Hughes, a GE company (BHGE)
facility. All GSSPE members were invited and could vote
on issues that will affect the way GSSPE does its business
in the future. The AGM is also a place where current
developments are brought to discussion.

8% drop especially in the US, the number of members in
Germany remains rather constant at just over 600 full
members and over 500 student members. A new GSSPE
student body has formed in Karlsruhe and the program
for this year is being taken care of by a motivated board.
A big topic were finances. As income has reduced
compared to previous years, expenses have had to be
cut as well. After a major meltdown in 2015, the 2016
balance sheet again was balanced, which was primarily
achieved by dramatically reducing student chapter
financial support and events cost. This was a necessary
step to stabilize the assets. Based on this a lively and
constructive discussion took place regarding future
goals. The assembly decided to focus resources on
students and support them financially on excursions
within Germany. A rather expensive but fruitless
participation on job fairs will be cut. Instead, it will be
attempted to maintain presence together with BVEG
(Bundesverband Erdgas, Erdöl und Geoenergie e.V.) at
job fairs.

Some 30 members attended the meeting, with a healthy
mix of students and full members of all ages. Before kickoff, most guests took part in an interesting tour through
the manufacturing facility.

Attendees visiting BHGE facility. Photo courtesy of Matthias Meister.

After a nice snack, sponsored by the hosts, the actual
meeting commenced.
Here are some key learnings from the meeting:

Christian Kiesl was honored by a Regional Service Award
and the Aachen Student Chapter was congratulated for
achieving the SPE Gold Standard 2017.

GSSPE is healthy in both terms of membership and
activity: Despite the current oil crisis and decreasing
drop in membership numbers of SPE internationally, an

A central part of the AGM is the official exoneration of
the outgoing board as well as elections of the new core
board members. The board was exonerated, and all
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board members and officers were thanked for their time
and effort in difficult times. As there was only one
candidate for each function of the board, the vote was
done en-bloc and approved unanimously with 3
abstentions. The newly elected board consists of






Dr. Oksana Zhebel, Section Chair, re-elected
Dr. Tobias Backers, Program Chair (and vice-section
chair), re-elected
Matthias Heil, Membership Chair, re-elected
Christian Kiesl, Treasurer, re-elected
Piotr Wilczek, Secretary, replacing Angela Klein

Erik Feldmann (left), Dr. Oksana Zhebel, Malte Friedrich.
Photo courtesy of Matthias Meister.

The newly elected core board members also announced
the new extended board and other officers, as described
in our by-laws:
Extended board:
 Ingo Forstner, Student Liaison, re-appointed
 Caroline Kannwischer, Young Professionals Chair,
re-appointed
 Dr. Radu Coman, Communications Chair, replacing
Jan van den Akker
 Jörg Lehr, Education Chair, replacing Nicklas
Ritzmann. Jörg also continues to be program officer
Regular officers:









Dr. Johann Plank, region south, re-appointed
Ulrike Peikert, STC chair, re-appointed
Stefan Schimschal, I-chair, re-appointed
Edna Michelle Bisso Bi Mba, YP officer, reappointed
Kerstin Kogler, YP officer, new
Dr. Opeyemi Olaoluwa Bello, YP officer, new
Rainer Wilhelm, director-at-large, re-re-re-re-reappointed
Matthias
Meister,
director-at-large,
newly
appointed. Matthias is the outgoing SPE Regional
Director.

Ulrike Peikert and Daniel Bücken. Photo courtesy of Joschka Röth.

society SPE International: Income has dramatically
dropped, which requires cost-cutting action. The most
direct result felt by us is that the number of
Distinguished Lecturers we are entitled to has dropped
from 3 to 2. Membership dues likely will increase this
year, however those members unemployed may request
a dues waiver for up to two years. Rules for new student
chapter incorporation have been made much stricter in
many ways, including the minimum number of initial
members rising to 25. There will be an Regional Section
Officer Meeting in Cracow on 16th of September.

The student chapters from Aachen, Clausthal Freiberg
and Karlsruhe reported current developments. The
GSSPE grant has been awarded to Daniel Brücken from
Aachen, Erik Feldmann form Clausthal, Malte Friedrich
from Freiberg and Kai Robin Thissen from Karlsruhe.

Overall, this meeting was a lively and encouraging stateof-the-section.

In the final discussion, our SPE Regional Director
Matthias Meister shared some news of our parent
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Young Professionals Report
Caroline Kannwischer, YP Chair, and Edna Michelle Bisso Bi Mba, YP Officer
In addition to the YP Workshop and YP Lunch ‘n’ Learns,
YPs help to inform students about the SPE and the first
years in the profession by speaking at ALPs. ALP stands
for Ambassador Lecturer Program and is structured by
the SPE international. During an ALP one or more YPs will
present to interested students information about the
SPE and the benefits one can use being a professional
member. The second half of the visit will be dedicated to
the presenters own path and transition into professional
life and allow students to ask those questions they might
not ask a senior professional out of respect or just
because the circumstances of life have changes
dramatically since they started out many years ago. Up
to now we followed the invitations from the Student
Chapters of TU Bergakademie Freiberg and RWTH
Aachen but can always also do an ALP at Universities
without an established chapter.

Younger than 36, working in the upstream segment? –
Hello Young Professional!
As most people know, many of the younger members of
the German Section of the Society of Petroleum
Engineers (GSSPE) are students and those are organized
in the respective Student Chapter of their University.
However what happens to those talented and motivated
young minds once they graduate? The answer is simple
– they become a professional member with the GSSPE
and automatically are part of the Young Professionals or
short YPs. SPE international helps this transition into
professional life by offering up to two years reduced
membership prices. In Germany this transition and
further development of the YPs is accompanied by
several events and a welcoming community on social
media.
Next to the regular presentations, distinguished lectures
etc. hosted by the GSSPE in Hannover YPs usually can
participate in a workshop dedicated to their own
interest. Due to the downturn this main YP event didn’t
take place in either 2016 or 2017, but the 4th edition is
being organised and will be offered in the first half of
2018. Compared to the first three workshops that
focused on soft skills this coming workshop will provide
a platform for YPs to present their own technical
presentation or try out new ideas and inventions
amongst their peers. Of course the workshop will still
have soft skill components, as these are the things that
differentiate a great engineer from a good one and are
mainly not taught in university.

The Young Professionals Committee also tries to bring
GSSPE to everyone’s door step by organising Meet &
Greet events all over the country to bridge the gap
between young and senior professionals, members and
friends. If you have never attended a GSSPE Meet &
Greet and would like to know more about the event
please read the corresponding article in this newsletter.
At GSSPE Young Professionals are all professional SPE
members younger than 36, but we also include PhD
Students, as they too are likely to have professional
responsibilities and could profit from the dedicated
programs offered. This approach is also reflected in the
current Young Professionals Committee, which since July
2017 is made up by four professional members (Section
Officers) and two PhD Students (YP Committee
Members). These six enthusiastic YPs are from different
backgrounds and are willing to share some of their time
and experience to actively contribute to the Society. The
YP Committee is a fully integrated part of the GSSPE, but
focuses its energy on programs dedicated to or
presented by YPs.

Lunch ‘n’ Learns are efficient and a crowd pleaser. You
get food, a great presentation from an experienced
manager and the possibility to network – all that during
a lunch break at a busy conference. So far the GSSPE YP
Committee has organised Lunch ‘n’ Learns at the Spring
Conference of the DGMK (Deutsche Wissenschaftliche
Gesellschaft für Erdöl, Erdgas und Kohle e.V.) and the
Annual Conference of the DGG (Deutsche
Geophysikalische Gesellschaft).
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Student Liaison Report
Ingo Forstner, Student Liaison
What is the typical student member like?
As a student liaison, this is an important questions. But
that is a question as easy to answer as “What color is a
typical car?”. And I am glad it is that way. Diversity is our
strength, especially here in Germany. We have both
student and full members of a huge variety of
backgrounds. I am not talking only of the “usual
suspects” like gender, age, and nationality here. It is
great that we have diversity in these aspects as well and
it brings us forward, no doubt about it. Another great
aspect of diversity often overlooked for SPE in Germany
– chapter or section alike – may be the different
disciplines, though. We actually TALK to each other and
understand the broader picture better because the
drilling engineer listens to the geologist and reservoir
engineer and vice versa, sometimes more than within
the individual companies. Our industry is
interdisciplinary and so is SPE. We bring different people
together. Curious student and seasoned engineer; driller
and geologist.

even won this year’s prestigious SPE International “Gold
Standard” award.
As you can read in the article about the Student
Technical Conference in this issue of @SPEgermany, all
four chapters/Hochschulgruppe have joined this year’s
organization of the STC, which I think is another great
example of our chapters amongst each other and with
our section cooperate.

This diversity is also seen in our student chapters: in
Germany we currently have 3 chapters and one
“Hochschulgruppe” (the difference explained later). Two
each have a home in Petroleum Engineering and in
Geosciences programs. But that is a fairly recent
development. A few years back, we solely had chapters
in Clausthal and Freiberg: the only places in Germany
where you can study Petroleum Engineering. This was
what you would expect from a society that has
Petroleum Engineering in its name. That was good and
successful, but did not encompass all technical and
scientific topics we encounter in the upstream industry.
The RWTH Aachen chapter is focusing on Energy and
Mineral Resources and filled a lot of that gap. The new
Hochschulgruppe at KIT in Karlsruhe strengthens this
with a somewhat similar focus.

Why Introduce a “GSSPE Hochschulgruppe” if
There Are Student Chapters Already?
The new group at KIT is not an SPE student chapter as we
have in Aachen, Clausthal, and Freiberg, but a “GSSPE
Hochschulgruppe”. This may surprise you. Why on earth
do you want two different kinds of organization? Well, it
is ease of incorporation and maintenance vs. amount of
benefits.
As you can see in the table below, a GSSPE
Hochschulgruppe is a “Student Chapter light”: easy to
incorporate – and easy to close if needed. It is only
recognized by our section, but not by SPE International.
That makes for much less bureaucracy. The downside is
that some SPE benefits, such as participating at the
Petrobowl, are not possible.

Our Chapters
Overall we have some 530 student members in
Germany. The largest chapter is the one in Clausthal,
with Aachen and Freiberg closing in, and the new
Hochschulgruppe at KIT also growing quickly. As you can
see from various stories in this newsletter, our chapters
are very much alive and active. As a section, we are very
happy about this. The student chapter at RWTH Aachen

A GSSPE Hochschulgruppe is thought for college
locations where it is not certain if a large-enough student
body interested in upstream petroleum or deep
geothermal topics can be maintained long term.
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SPE Student Chapter
GSSPE Hochschulgruppe
recognized by SPE Intl. & Section
recognized by GSSPE only
requires 25+ initial members
requires 5+ initial members
detailed annual report to SPE Intl.
informal email updates to GSSPE
incorporation via stringent process
incorporation via simple support letter
full board required + faculty sponsor
minimum student president + faculty sponsor
Full support by SPE Intl.: chapter rebates,
SPE Intl. support for individual students only:
invitation to Petrobowl & other events,
eMentoring, ALP, webinars, WayAhead, etc.
OnePetro, etc.
Equally supported by GSSPE

We want to open our section and its benefits to more
places in Germany and also give individual student
members in “remote” locations true section-based
benefits. If you read this and you are associated with a
college other than one of “our four”, but there may be
interest in GSSPE lectures, STC, or similar, please contact
me. It intentionally doesn’t require much to qualify for a
GSSPE Hochschulgruppe.

the section. After all, students are the future of our
society, and they are typically the members most broke.
That is money well spent. As you probably suspect,
though, income of the section has dropped in these
challenging times for the industry and with reduced
funds we currently have less means to support the
chapters. Unfortunately that translates into having to
suspend our respective financial support for now. We
hope and expect though, that with increased industry
support, we in turn can recur soon to co-financing some
of student chapter activities.

Let’s Talk About Financials
As you may or may not know, GSSPE is supporting the
student chapters in Germany in various ways. And one
important way is financial support. We sponsor field
trips, conferences, and a lot more. There is a set of rules
for that detailing how much, what for, and how we can
co-finance activities. Actually, there will be a new,
slightly revised version of this coming out soon.

Our by far biggest line-item of student support is
unaffected of this: the Student Technical Conference will
take place and even has an extended program
Wednesday through Friday this year. I am looking
forward to seeing the future of our industry there, both
in science and technology and in the shape of young and
clever individuals that make me proud to be part of this
society.

Student Chapter support, totaling several thousand
Euros per year, is a major part of the total expenses of
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YP Lunch 'n' Learn at the DGMK/ÖGEW Spring
Conference in Celle
Joschka Röth, RWTH Aachen University, YP Committee Member

In the context of the DGMK/ÖGEW Spring Conference
(Celle, 5th to 6th April 2017) the Young Professionals
Committee of the German Section SPE organized several
networking opportunities. A “Lunch’n’Learn” just before
the opening ceremony served as icebreaker for the YPs
attending the conference. During both days of the
conference, the GSSPE booth was the meeting point for
all SPE members. Finally, a "Meet & Greet" in Thaer's
Wirtshaus right after the congress brought members and
friends from the Celle Area together.

accept challenges, who seek satisfaction, who like to
communicate, who are open-minded, and who are
focusing on innovation and leadership. However, the
most important element according to Dr. Schamp is the
ability of Managing Risk. This column of career
development requires a high level of personal integrity,
the abilities to understand the tasks and responsibilities,
to know the expectations, and to strictly follow
company-approved guidelines and best practices.
In the final part of his presentation, Dr. Schamp
mentioned the accelerating rate of change in our
business and called for more knowledge sharing from
the E&P companies, since knowledge will be the No 1
asset in the 21st century business. He underlined his
statement by addressing the limited compliance of parts
of our business while illustrating the “drilling learning
curve”. Throughout the whole informative presentation,
the participants enjoyed a friendly and relaxed
atmosphere while a warm and delicious buffet was
offered, sponsored by the DGMK and Schlumberger
Aachen.

th

During the Lunch 'n' Learn on 5 April approx. 25
participants gathered in the “Schlosszimmer” in the
Congress Union in Celle to listen to our speaker Dr.
Jürgen Schamp (Head of Well Engineering at Wintershall
and Chair of the DGMK Technical Committee for Drilling).
After my short introduction about the current statistics
of the GSSPE and the recent activities of the YP
Committee, Dr. Schamp gave his inspiring presentation
about the history of well engineering and the main
elements of career development. He encouraged the
audience by underlining the relationship between
mindset and success. During the presentation, the
essential columns of career development (Competency,
Experience, Opportunity, Personal Objectives, and
Business Performance) were explained. It became clear
that successful careers in our industry are often related
to those people who are curiously asking questions, who

At this point, the GSSPE YP Committee would like to
thank again Dr. Schamp for sharing his knowledge and
thank all sponsors, supporters, and volunteers.
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Meet & Greet
Caroline Kannwischer, YP Chair

If you can’t come to GSSPE – the GSSPE will come to you!

of any sort and all participants are on center stage, as
this is the whole point of networking – the people are
the ones that count. A Meet & Greet is – just like any
networking event – not a job fair, but simply an
opportunity to meet likeminded people and talk about
things that both parties are interested in. As the GSSPE
is hosting it, you will likely make new connections you
might use for your work in the future or learn about
things that your company might do differently.

For several years, the GSSPE has hosted many Meet &
Greet events all over Germany. The last few year most of
these networking events have been organized by the YP
Committee, but were still intended for all members and
friends of SPE in Germany. Since there is some confusion
about this sort of event, let me explain what you can
expect from a Meet & Greet and why you should join one
in the future.

So far - since late 2013 - we have hosted Meet & Greets
in Osnabrück, Berlin, Celle, Lingen, Vechta, Freiberg,
Aachen and Hamburg. Except for the summertime and
December, where everybody is busy anyway, we try to
provide one Meet & Greet per month, each time in a
different city. Some will be following an Ambassador
Lecturer Visit at a university and others will just be right
around the corner to your home or in the city you had or
have a meeting in. The upcoming opportunities to Meet
& Greet will be in October in Berlin and in November in
Bochum. For 2018 we plan to come to Karlsruhe and if
you have a suggestion where we should host another
one please let us know via yp-gsspe@web.de.

A Meet & Greet is a simple networking event for which
the GSSPE sets a date, time and location. We will reserve
a venue where you can just have a drink or enjoy at least
some snacks for dinner in case your schedule didn’t
allow for that before getting to the venue. We will
publish and promote this event and hope to receive
many sincere registrations so that we can order the
space accordingly. The GSSPE will not cover any costs,
but will always make sure to choose a venue with a
decent price range. The main objective of the event is to
provide a relaxed atmosphere where young and senior
professionals can bridge the gap and get acquainted.
Once you arrive at the venue you can expect to see some
familiar faces and meet new ones. There is no program
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IX International Student Paper and Poster
Contest at the Petroleum-Gas University of
Ploiesti, Romania
Samuel Zulkhifly Sinaga, University of Clausthal

The SPE student chapter Petroleum-Gas University of
Ploiesti, Romania held the 9th annual International
Student Paper and Poster Contest, “Constantin Gh.
Popa”, on the 18th - 20th of May 2017. The main purpose
of the paper and poster contest was to prepare students
to solve current world’s energy challenges through
technical research and development. It was expected
that the participation of the students would make them
aware of the situation and hence, contribute in solving
the world’s energy challenges.

graduates to prepare themselves in oil and gas industry
in the future.

SPE student paper contest
In this session, students presented their scientific works
within 10-15 minutes. The presenters presented their
paper to the judges and audience and afterwards the
audience was given a chance to ask questions related to
the presented study.

SPE student poster contest

Three students from the Institute of Petroleum
Engineering, Clausthal University of Technology, Samuel
Zulkhifly Sinaga, Rayner Susanto, and Mahmoud Elshaer,
participated in the student paper and poster contest as
presenters and representatives from Clausthal
University of Technology SPE student chapter. Following
are the main programs in the student paper and poster
contest:

In this session, students presented their scientific works
through poster. The presenters presented briefly their
poster to the judges and audience afterwards the
audience was given a chance to ask questions related to
the presented study.

International round table meeting
The international round table meeting was one of the
key events being held in order to discuss the
development of relations between SPE student chapters.
Each of the SPE student chapters shared their
experiences, current projects, and future plan of student
activities. During the presentation, each of the SPE
student chapters invited other SPE student chapters to
come to their upcoming student paper and poster
events. Some issues and challenges were discussed in

Panel discussion
A panel discussion was devoted to companies’ lectures.
Several keynote speakers from companies (Newpark
Drilling Fluids and Anvergo), SPE Romanian section, and
faculty lectures from Petroleum-Gas University of
Ploiesti, Romania were invited. The main topics of the
panel session were the current updates of oil and gas
industries and suggestions for students and young
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the meeting and some solutions were proposed to
improve the communication and relationship of the SPE
student chapters.
In student paper contest, following students presented
their research studies:
Samuel Zulkhifly Sinaga
Paper title: Well Pressure Prediction and Wellbore
Stability Design on Well X (won 2nd prize)

In student poster contest, following student presented
his research study:
Mahmoud Elshaer
Paper title: Study of Fatigue Damage Models for CT and
Present Available Prediction Techniques and Alternatives

Rayner Susanto
Paper title: Quality Evaluation of Routine and Special
Core Analysis Experimental Data - Case Study

In international SPE student chapter round table
meeting, following students represented Clausthal
University of Technology SPE student chapter:
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other students from Europe. In addition to the
networking opportunities, the conference also offered a
great chance to gather additional knowledge and
technologies overview from technical session as well as
plenary session. Our student chapter really appreciated
the opportunity to be part of the event and hopefully,
we will have the chance to participate in the future
events.

Mahmoud Elshaer (presented the activities of
Clausthal University of Technology SPE student
chapter)
Rayner Susanto
Samuel Zulkhifly Sinaga

Overall, the 9th annual International Student Paper and
Poster Contest, “Constantin Gh. Popa”, offered a great
opportunity for students to meet professionals and
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